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Abstract:  

Cloud Computing is a form of distributed computing wherein resources and application platforms are 
distributed over the Internet through on demand and pay on utilization. This paper describes the 
architecture and design of WSN based applications integrated with cloud based delivery model for 
achieving fast and reliable data transmission to the end users. The functional challenges of Wireless 
Sensor Network (WSN) have increased the need for additional resource support from different sources. 
Cloud computing has emerged as a powerful backbone for providing resource support for better 
processing of the work and communication with others and also computation. The proposed model helps 
in retrieving and managing sensor data efficiently with respect to communication, processing and security 
perspective 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is a technology which makes use of storehouses rather than hard 
drives and personal computers which can be used at anytime and everywhere, which 
performs the applications like sharing the information or data and retrieving the 
environmental data [5]. Cloud Computing facilitates the companies to use the compute 
resource, such as an accumulator or an application, Virtual Machine, as a account aloof 
like electricity rather than accepting to and advance accretion infrastructures in host [1]. 
Organizations providing these computing services need aid called cloud service 
providers and regularly all the services provided by these providers are charged based 
on usage. A couple of the things we could do in cloud: make new applications and 
services, convey programming for demand, Store, back up and recover data, hosting 
websites and blogs etc [2]. Cloud computing is often classified into three layers   

1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Service providers provide virtualization of 
computing resources (physical processing and storage capability) for hosting clients 
chosen platforms. One example of IaaS is Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): Platforms are built upon infrastructure. This service 
provides development environments (e.g., Windows and various versions of Linux), 
programming platforms (e.g., Java VM, Python, and .Net) and APIs for building 
cloud-based applications and services. Examples include Google App Engine, 
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), and Azure Storage. 

3. Software as a Service (SaaS): Instead of running applications on local personal 
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PCs, applications are exposed as a service running in a cloud platform on top of the 
underlying infrastructure. Consequently, such services are delivered through various 
types of interface, e.g., web browsers and command line terminal.   

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), is classified as one of the emerging technologies for 
the current supply chain era that has the power to change the world. A wireless sensor 
network is an assembly for sensors with an interchangeable structure for checking, 
monitoring and recording different parameters at diverse areas. A network consists of 
different classification stations called wireless sensor nodes, each of which is small, 
lightweight and versatile [3]. Usually monitored parameters are weather forecasting, 
Traffic monitoring, vital body functions, home networking etc. A WSN framework 
includes a gateway that provides wireless connectivity back to the wired and distributed 
hubs. The possible requisitions of networks include: mechanical automation, robotized 
and smart homes, video and audio surveillance, screening of climate conditions, 
movement monitoring, restorative tool monitoring and air movement control and robot 
control [4]. 

Mobile Cloud Computing is a technology in which the integration of mobile networks and 
WSNs are used to provide the advantages for clients as well as the cloud providers or 
owners. It is having a simple infrastructure where both storing and processing of data 
can be done on the mobile platforms [6]. The technology of Mobile Cloud Computing 
(MCC) helped to minimize the consumption of energy of mobile devices and also 
offered many mobile applocation like data resources regarding the education. Speed of 
the process is slow, and cost is maximum for storage on the mobile devices exporting 
these platforms of learning to the cloud, teachers and learners can obtain high 
processing speed and large amount of resources [7].   

Zhu et al., [9] discussed about the processing the sensory data in the integration of the 
WSNs-MCC. They have presented a framework cloud extend which has the main focus 
to transmitting desirable sensory data to the mobile users quickly and reliable and 
secured manner. The WSN gateways which reduces the traffic load and band width 
requirements of the sensory data transmissions. It solves the data traffic and data 
security issues data request asking for sensory data and in response the cloud sends 
the sensory data to the mobile users.     

MCC in addition to the ever present facts sensing and records collecting talents of 
WSNs for mobile customers. specifically, the key concept of such integrations is to 
utilize the powerful cloud to keep and manner the sensory facts collected with the aid of 
WSNs. then any cell consumer who wants to get right of entry to the sensory facts can 
surely issue a facts request to the cloud and the sensory facts could be back from the 
cloud to the mobile user. Fig. 1 shows such an for the country of the artwork, because 
the facts requests of cell customers typically require the cloud to respond in real-time, 
all modern-day MCC-WSN integration schemes make use of Constantly-On (CO) 
WSNs where in sensor hubs are continually running to transmit the sensory statistics to 
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the cloud, after which center on enhancing the overall performance of the included WSN 
or higher utilizing the statistics accrued by using the incorporated WSN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1:  MCC-WSN integration example 

Cloud Computing is a significantly creating innovation as it gives  software, data 
storage, hardware, infrastructure and  as services on demand to the users meanwhile 
WSN has greater data gathering and monitoring capacity. The integration of these two 
domains is used worldwide to improve the business Infrastructure and performance 
[10]. The integration model is shown in Figure 2. Primary data is gathered from the 
wireless network through various sensor nodes deployed in various physical fields. The 
collected data is organized and secured data is fed into Cloud platform. Finally the 
Users can access the service of CSP through internet. 

The integration of CC and WSN has gained a worldwide recognition and has many 
advantages. A context non awareness issue the middle of versatile client and WSNs, 
which influences the portable client acquiring the desirable information when integrating 
WSN and MCC, will be acknowledged. The recommended framework performs 
information recommendation, information prediction and also traffic monitoring in the 
cloud to get the data feature information required by those versatile clients and potential 
status of WSNs [11]. 
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Fig.2 CC-WSN Integratio 

The fundamental thought to use the effective CC stages to store handle the physical 
information, for example, stickiness, temperature and movement and the further offers 
these information to the versatile clients. The example for the integration is as shown in 
Fig.2 Sensor hubs such as sensor 1, sensor 2 and sensor 3. Etc. The real time sensory 
data transmitted from WSN to cloud. The mobile users can access the information as 
soon as issuing the data. 

This paper presents a comprehensive survey on Cloud Security Solution for WSN. 
Section II of this paper provides a brief overview of the related work. Section III 
discusses Sensor cloud architecture and Design.. Section IV provides the cloud data 
issues. Section V presents the Cloud Security Controls. Section VI discusses the 
different type Encryption’s. Next, Section VII presents several Sensor issues.  Finally, 
we summarize and conclude the survey in Section VIII 
 
2. RELATED WORK   

The utilization of WSN applications coordinated with cloud stage is a powerful research 
topic. Application like human services checking is a standout amongst the most 
appropriate in the coordinated situation. Numerous specialists have officially received 
distinctive ways to deal with handle sensor information in cloud condition. You et al.,[10] 
have presented about an extensible cloud architecture model sensor data framework. 
The approach has its own particular administration methodology to build sensor 
information dealing with limit in various layers of the cloud design. About authentication 
in CC-WSN integration, an extensible and secure cloud architecture model for sensor 
information system. It first describes the composition and mechanism of the proposed 
architecture model. Then it advances security component for validating lawful clients to 
get sensor information and data benefits inside the design, based on a certificate 
authority based Kerberos protocol. Finally the prototype deployment and simulation 
experiment of the proposed architecture model are introduced  
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Yuriyama et al.,[11] have  investigate the incorporation of WSN with cloud gives more 
prominent adaptability, boundless assets, colossal handling power and giving quick 
response to the client. However, putting away information on cloud brings some security 
challenges as the proprietor of information has no power over, the constraints of WSN 
in the terms of memory, calculation, vitality and versatility, restrain the ease of use of 
sensor information. Banaie et al.,[12] have proposed the Secure processing of sensor 
data in the collaboration of WSN and cloud, and proposes a novel data processing 
framework for incorporating WSN with cloud computing. Zhu et al., [13] have discussed 
about communication of the wireless sensor networks and data management issues 
into the mobile sensor networks. They have solved the communication issues such as 
topology control issues where it has assigned the transmission power to stay the 
network connected to reduce the energy consumption of the sensor hubs. 

Zhu et al., [15] have discussed about a novel Authenticated Trust and Reputation 
Calculation and Management (ATRCM) system for CC-WSN incorporation. The ATRCM 
system achieves the three functions. Authenticating Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and 
Sensor Network Provider (SNP) to avoid malicious impersonation attacks. Calculating 
and managing trust and reputation regarding the service of Cloud Service Provider 
(CSP) and Sensor Network Provider (SNP). Helping cloud Service User (CSU) choose 
desirable Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and assisting Cloud Service Provider (CSP) in 
selecting appropriate SNP. Based on (i) the authenticity of CSP and SNP; (ii) the 
attribute requirement of CSU and CSP; (iii) the cost, trust and reputation of the service 
of CSP and SNP. 

Samarah et al.,[16] have exhibited an information anticipate show that is worked inside 
the sensor hubs and utilized by the cloud framework to produce the information. The 
system expected straight appropriation of the information and model the readings as a 
vector in n-dimensional space. Zhang et al., [17] have proposed technique is expected 
to be utilized to incorporate rate wireless sensor systems and cloud computing by giving 
point by point information least vitality utilization. Buyya et al., [19] have presented the 
cloud computing and have given the idea of rapid creation of cloud applications, cloud 
services and also put forth the architecture for market oriented allocation of resources 
within the cloud. For the services they have created the Global Cloud Exchange and 
provides the storage clouds with the help of cloud computing. They have reduced the 
cost of storage and have made use of cloud technology everywhere at anytime and they 
have provided services such as platform based service, infrastructure based service 
and software based services. 

Wang et al.,[20] have discussed about the mobile cloud computing applications which 
are supported even to the multimedia applications and capable of cloud services and 
stores the data from mobile devices and mobile connection also, and it also support 
cloud mobile media applications .mobile multimedia applications like mobile gaming, 
mobile cloud learning, mobile cloud health care..etc they have shows that mobile cloud 
computing supports all kinds of services provided by the cloud computing. Basu et 
al.,[22] researchers have proposed one combination stage that can store, impart and 
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give different administrations to a security arrangement display for the sensor 
information. They have planned the application in view of patient driven administration 
of wellbeing records. 

Wang et al.,[23] have discusses in points of interest security issues are Single Point of 
Failure, Eavesdropping, Elevation of Privilege, Information Disclosure and Tampering 
(SEEIT). SEEIT threat model is presented considering the diverse security properties. 
The proposal contains a mechanism (MeSe Model) to keep the metadata and the real 
data separately in the cloud storage for better security Storage as a Service (SaaS) of 
cloud computing has become an alternative option for data owners of various 
organizations to store their data into the cloud. Normally delicate information is encoded 
to accomplish information security and afterward it is outsourced into cloud. 
Raghavendra et al., [24] have proposed an efficient approach for keyword search over 
encrypted cloud data. The proposed solution is effective as well as efficient in Index 
generation and storage cost. The RSSMSO technique provides enhanced query 
accuracy with low communication cost. Experiments have been carried out on real data 
sets which exhibits that the proposed work is capable of providing privacy and achieving 
accuracy at a low cost in comparison with FDH[25] Raghavendra et al,.[26]proposed 
DRSMS scheme is more efficient and secure than RSSE Scheme. 

Watchdog like technique was proposed by Marti at el. [30], this technique can detect the 
packet dropping attack by letting hubs listen to the next hope hubs broadcasting 
transmission. In this multiple watchdog work collaboratively in decision making and 
reputation system is necessary to provide the quality rating of the participants. Zhang et 
al,.[31] have proposed a scheme which is the first work on intrusion detection in 
wireless ad-hoc networks. A new architecture is investigated for collaborative statistical 
anomaly detection which provides protection from attack on ad –hoc routing. 

Recently Game theory is commonly used to break down wireless systems with narrow 
minded/attacker hubs. Reddy and Ma studied game theory based approach in Reddy et 
al.,,[32] have proposed  the approach in] using zero-sum game may find malicious 
sensor hubs in the forwarding path only. This method needs to maintain a certain level 
of energy. Ma et al., [33] have proposed method not only enhances the security of 
WSNs but it additionally decreases the cost brought on by observing sensor centers 
and drags out the lifecycle of every sensor hub. In any case, the technique does not 
consider the impacts of the self-centeredness of the sensor centers, which can dispose 
of ordinary bundles or not move typical parcels in WSN.  Li et al.,[41][42] have 
discussed about the examine a versatile per user,per object, cache consistency 
administration plot for portable information access in wireless work networks. It bolsters 
solid information consistency semantics. The objective of this paper implementation is 
minimizing the overall network cost, cache consistency management and mobility 
management. 

Lee et al., [43] have introduced a Fast Wireless Data Access Scheme (FW-DAS) for 
wireless data access applications in which data objects are frequently updated and fast 
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access to data objects is indispensable. An analytical model for the access latency is 
developed and an operation mode selection algorithm. Extensive simulation results 
show the effects of access to update ratio, data popularity, cache size, and data object 
size, and wireless bandwidth. Result of both Extensive and simulation demonstrate that 
FW-DAS can reduce the access latency with reasonable traffic load. Fang et al., [44] 
have discussed the issues related to wireless sensor networks and mobile cloud 
computing, they have provided the desirable data to the mobile users and  framework of 
integration for wireless sensor networks and mobile cloud computing. They obtained the 
data information required by the mobile user and potential status of the WSNs. They 
optimized the deployment of the WSNs. They presented how the cloud has given the 
data requested by the mobile user to them. 

Akon et al., [45] have  proposed an ideal store substitution strategy for data get to 
applications in wireless systems wherever data refreshes square measure infused from 
every one of the Clients. The objective of the approach is to augment compelling hits 
inside the buyer reserves and progressively, assemble sensible utilization of the system 
data measure in wireless environment. To serve the applications with the principal 
refreshed data, we tend to conjointly propose 2 expanded reserves get to approaches 
making duplicates of data questions capably predictable. We tend to logically 
demonstrate that a store framework, with a blend of our reserve get to and substitution 
approach, ensures the ideal scope of powerful reserve hits and ideal esteem (as far as 
system transmission capacity) per data protest get to. McGee et al.,[46] have proposed 
on public key encryption which is used to provide a secure network communication. 
Such public key systems are usually powerful against latent spies, who tap the lines and 
attempt to decode the message. It has been called attention to, that an unevenly 
composed convention could be powerless against a dynamic saboteur, one who may 
imitate another client or change the message being transmitted.  

Meier et al., [47] have discussed about the requirements of the collaborative mobile 
devices applications and supports event based communication in the network. The 
event based middleware for WSN has mainly focused on characterized by the mobile 
entities make use of the WSN primary to connect to fix network infrastructure but while 
moving it disconnected. It mainly provides the technology that are aware of location 
aware mobile applications such as location based event filtering, location independent 
announcement and subscription, cloud event services. In medicinal services application 
quiet records are at first gathered in nearby stockpiling and after that exchanged to the 
Cloud stockpiling. Cloud stage has its own settled strategies to store information like 
Hadoop Cloud File System (HDFS), Map Reduce [28] method, Mongo DB etc. 

Khan et al,. [27] have presented  a secure cloud-based mobile healthcare framework 
using Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs). The research work presented here is 
twofold: first, it attempts to secure the inter-sensor communication by multi-biometric 
based key generation scheme in WBANs; and secondly, Electronic Medical Records 
(EMRs) are securely stored in the hospital community cloud along with preserving the 
privacy of patients’ personal data. He et al.,[39] have Suggested the intermediary 
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collaborative framework implements collaborative computing of sensed data and cloud 
computing according to the number of sensors and the mathematical capability of 
Wireless Body Sensor Network(WBSN)[40], thus, avoiding the transmission of mass 
data, resulting in the power consumption of mobile devices and loss of network 
bandwidth. 

Lai et al,.[14] have projected cloud computing and wireless body sensor network 
technologies become gradually developed universal health care services prevent 
accidents instantly and effectively, as well as provides applicable information to reduce 
related processing time and cost. The important highlights includes cloud computing, 
performance evaluation, network conditions and computing architecture in which 
resource allocation of processing sensing data is done. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) [34] technology connects physical world objects to the 
internet and giving flexibility to monitor and manage these objects or things [35]. The 
term objects or things in this context are referred to as devices which sense the 
environment around us. The applications of IoT are vast including intelligent 
transportation, environment protection, government work, public security, smart home, 
intelligent fire control, industrial monitoring, elderly care, and personal health and so on. 
This detecting substance conveys new point of view to the path in which we associate 
with the earth around us [36]. The spatially cloud autonomous sensors which monitor 
the physical or environmental conditions make up the sensor network [37]. A WSN may 
be composed of thousands of small smart devices with computational capability and 
memory, having one or more sensors and a limited power supply. IoT has been inspired 
by consistent progress in emerging sensor technologies such as wireless sensor 
networks which allows wide and cheap deployment of sensors on a large scale [38]. 
 
3. SENSOR CLOUD ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

3.1 Sensor-Cloud Organization 

A Sensor-Cloud may contain Wireless Sensor Node and assists of cloud such as 
computers, array disk for processing, storage of sensor data and servers. The sharing 
of resources in the Sensor-Cloud is through a number of organizations and special 
resources would additionally belong to a couple of organization. Users from more than a 
few businesses may just entry the assets within the Sensor Cloud, although the assets 
usually are not owned by way of their group. 
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Figure.3 Sensor Cloud System Model 

Sensor-Cloud infrastructure provides service instances (virtual sensors) automatically to 
the end users as and when requested, in such a way that these virtual sensors are part 
of their IT resources (like disk storage, CPU, memory, etc.)[53]. These service instances 
and their associated appropriate sensor data can be used by the end users via a user 
interface through the web crawlers as described in Fig,5. However, for the service 
instance generation, the IT resources (like CPU, storage devices, etc.), sensor capable 
devices, and service templates (which is used to create virtual sensors) should be 
prepared first in Sensor-Cloud infrastructure. Alamri et al.,[21] have proposed on 
Sensor-Cloud infrastructure is becoming popular that can provide an open, flexible, and 
reconfigurable platform for several monitoring and controlling applications. In this paper 
we exhibit a complete investigation of agent deals with Sensor-Cloud infrastructure, 
which will give general per users an outline of the Sensor-Cloud stage including its 
definition architecture, and applications. 
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3.2 Sensor Cloud Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Sensor Cloud Framework 

Cloud computing service framework conveys the administrations of shared system 
through which the clients are profited by the administrations, and they are not worried 
with the execution subtle elements of the administrations gave to them. At the point 
when a client demands, the administration occurrences (e.g., sensor 1, sensor 2, 
sensor 3) generated by cloud computing services are automatically provisioned to them 
[11],[55] 
 
4 CLOUD DATA ISSUES 

Data security issues for Data-in-Transit and Data-at-Rest. The study is based on all the 
levels of SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and IaaS 
(Infrastructure as a Service). Increased use of cloud computing for storing data is 
certainly increasing the trend of improving the ways of storing data in the cloud. Data 
available in the cloud can be at risk if not protected in a rightful manner. Cloud Data 
Security [56] is an application of clouds that frees associations from building up in-
house information security frameworks. In any case, cloud storage offers ascend to 
security concerns. If there should be an occurrence of gathering shared information, the 
information confronts both cloud-particular and ordinary insider threats.  

4.1 Data confidentiality  

Data confidentiality is important for users to store their private or confidential data in the 
cloud. Authentication and access control strategies are used to ensure data 
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confidentiality. The data confidentiality, authentication, and access control issues in 
cloud computing could be addressed by increasing the cloud reliability and 
trustworthiness [BU2] 

Sun et al.,[58] have proposed the addresses the issues in privacy-preserving data 
sharing which allocates the  single key to the client while sharing huge number of 
documents. Later, the user submits a single trapdoor when all the documents inquired 
by the owner. Key-Policy The definitional border of cloud computing are abundantly 
bantered about today. Cloud computing includes the sharing or capacity by clients of 
their own data on wireless servers claimed or worked by others and gets to through the 
Internet or different associations. Cloud computing administrations exist in numerous 
varieties, including information capacity locales, video destinations, assess arrangement 
locales, individual wellbeing record sites and some more[68].A portion of the discoveries 
identified with the secrecy issues are 

1. A client’s security and Confidentiality risks change essentially with the terms of 
administration and protection strategy built up by the cloud provider.  

2. To be certain data confidentiality and fine grained access manage in cloud 
computing environments, a contemporary study proposed procedure model using 
Key policy-Attribute based Encryption (KP-ABE) and Proxy Re-Encryption 
(PRE)[69][70].   

3. Cloud providers are not able to be totally trusted due to Data security motives, risk of 
data security and violation of privacy motives should be regarded. Notably, 
guaranteeing data confidentiality is required. Data confidentiality and excellent-
grained entry manipulate. Nonetheless, data confidentiality can also be violated with 
the aid of collusion assault of revoked consumer and cloud server. 

4.2 Data Integrity 

Data integrity is one of the most critical elements in any information system. Generally, 
data integrity means protecting data from unauthorized deletion, modification, or 
fabrication. Managing entity’s admittance and rights to specific enterprise resources 
ensures that valuable data and services are not abused, misappropriated, or stolen.  

Data Integrity a key part of Information Security is honesty. Trustworthiness implies that 
assets can be altered just by approved gatherings or in approved ways and alludes to 
information, programming and equipment. Information Integrity alludes to shielding 
information from unapproved cancellation, adjustment or manufacture [81].  

Wang et al.,[82] describes a mechanism to securely share the data efficiently with 
others by using the aggregate key in the cloud. To support cloud data storage, 
combined compressed secret keys are used in public-key cryptosystems which is more 
flexible than hierarchical key assignment. Dong et al.,[83] have proposed  a strategy 
know as Intermediate Data Dependency Graph(IDG) which discusses about the data 
which is generated after execution and to store these intermediate data at minimum 
cost. Because of fixed nature of the location, IDG is not applicable to cloud application.  
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Sengupta et al.,[84] have proposed Data Vaporizer(DV) that stores the data in multiple 
clouds or storage zones to maintain data integrity and confidentiality. Advanced 
techniques ig secret key sharing is considered to control fault-tolerance and also to 
improve the security from attackers. 

4.3 Data Availability 

Data availability means the following: when accidents such as hard disk damage, IDC 
fire, and network failures occur, the extent that user’s data can be used or recovered 
and how the users verify their data by techniques rather than depending on the credit 
guarantee by the cloud service provider alone.  

The issue of storing data over the Trans boarder servers is a serious concern of clients 
because the cloud vendors are governed by the local laws and, therefore, the cloud 
clients should be cognizant of those laws. Moreover, the cloud service provider should 
ensure the data security, particularly data confidentiality and integrity. The cloud 
provider should share all such concerns with the client and build trust relationship in this 
connection. The cloud vendor should provide guarantees of data safety and explain 
jurisdiction of local laws to the clients. The main focus of the paper is on those data 
issues and challenges which are associated with data storage location and its 
relocation, cost, availability, and security. 

4.4 Data Privacy 

Privacy is the ability of an individual or group to seclude themselves or information 
about themselves and thereby reveal them selectively [bu3]. 

In commerce, consumer’s context and privacy need to be protected and used 
appropriately. In organizations, privacy entails the application of laws, mechanisms, 
standards, and processes by which personally identifiable information is managed [bu4].  

In the cloud, the privacy means when users visit the sensitive data, the cloud service 
scan prevent potential adversary from inferring the user’s behavior by the user’s visit 
model (not direct data leakage). Researchers have focused on Oblivious RAM (ORAM) 
technology. ORAM technology visits several copies of data to hide the real visiting aims 
of users. ORAM has been widely used in software protection and has been used in 
protecting the privacy in the cloud as a promising technology. Stefanov et al.,[bu5] have  
proposed  that a path ORAM algorithm is   state-of-the-art implementation. 

4.5 Data Service Availability 

Data availability means the following: when accidents such as hard disk damage, IDC 
fire, and network failures occur, the extent that user’s data can be used or recovered 
and how the users verify their data by techniques rather than depending on the credit 
guarantee by the cloud service provider alone 

Availability can be stated as the property of an accessible system and which is usable 
on a demand basis through authorized entity. The availability of system may contain a 
system ability to perform operation even when authorities misbehave. The capacity of 
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the system should be such that it much operates when chances of a security breach. 
This makes the availability of cloud storage services critically important, particularly 
given the fact that outages of cloud storage services have indeed happened from time 
to time. Thus, solely depending on a single cloud storage provider for storage services 
can risk violating the service-level agreement (SLA) due to the weakening of service 
availability. Depending on single cloud storage provider has the inherent vendor lock in 
problem that can potentially cost the user dearly [85].  

The availability of the services deployed in mobile and dynamic network environments. 
The proposal is based on a service replication scheme together with a self-configuration 
approach for the activation/hibernation of the replicas of the service depending on 
relevant context information from the mobile system. To that end, an election algorithm 
has been designed and implemented. The modern information systems on the Internet 
are often implemented as composite services built from multiple atomic services 
[86].These atomic services have their interfaces publicly available while their inner 
structure is unknown. The quality of the composite service is dependent on both the 
availability of each atomic service and their appropriate orchestration [87]. 

4.6 Trust Management 

Trust management is one of the critical issues in cloud computing and a very active 
research area [77], [78]. Brandic et al. Over the past few years, many studies have 
proposed different techniques to address trust management issues. For instance,[77] 
have proposed a centralized approach in cloud environments using compliant 
management to help the cloud service consumers  to support the cloud service 
consumers perspective in selecting proper cloud services. Not at all like past works that 
utilization brought together architecture, they exhibit a validity display supporting cloud 
put stock in criticism appraisal and capacity. This validity display additionally recognizes 
dependable and pernicious trust criticism. Hwang et al.[78] proposed a security aware 
cloud architecture where trust negotiation and data coloring techniques are used to 
support the cloud service provider perspective. The cloud service consumer’s 
perspective is supported using the trust-overlay networks to deploy a reputation-based 
trust management. 

Das et al,. [79] Have discussed Some Network applications can also be seen as multi 
agent approach which can be open, nameless and dynamic characteristics introduce 
vulnerabilities and threats to providing secured verbal exchange. Evaluating trust and 
reputation of the interacting agents via minimizing threads. The symbolize dynamic 
believe computation model called Secured believe for secured verbal exchange, In 
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANETs)[80],  

4.7 Cloud Authentication 

Dpnesha et al,.[88] have proposed Authorization is the mechanism by which a 
framework figures out what level of get to a specific confirmed client ought to need to 
secure assets controlled by the framework. Because of the expanded number of 
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elements and get to focuses in a cloud domain, approval is pivotal in guaranteeing that 
exclusive approved substances can connect with information. 
 
5 CLOUD SECURITY CONTROLS 

Cloud security architecture is effective only if the correct defensive implementations are 
in place. Efficient cloud security architecture should recognize the issues that will arise 
with security management. The security management addresses these issues with 
security controls. These controls are put in place to safeguard any weaknesses in the 
system and reduce the effect of an attack. While there are many types of controls 
behind cloud security 

5.1 Deterrent controls 

These controls are intended to reduce attacks on a cloud system. Much like a warning 
sign on a fence or a property, deterrent controls typically reduce the threat level by 
informing potential attackers that there will be adverse consequences for them if they 
proceed. (Some consider them a subset of preventive controls.) 

5.2 Preventive controls 

Preventive controls strengthen the system against incidents, generally by reducing if not 
actually eliminating vulnerabilities. Strong authentication of cloud users, for instance, 
makes it less likely that unauthorized users can access cloud systems, and more likely 
that cloud users are positively identified. 

5.3 Detective controls 

Detective controls are intended to detect and react appropriately to any incidents that 
occur. In the event of an attack, a detective control will signal the preventative or 
corrective controls to address the issue.[8] System and network security monitoring, 
including intrusion detection and prevention arrangements, are typically employed to 
detect attacks on cloud systems and the supporting communications infrastructure. 

5.4 Corrective Controls 

Corrective controls reduce the consequences of an incident, normally by limiting the 
damage. They come into effect during or after an incident. Restoring system backups in 
order to rebuild a compromised system is an example of a corrective control. 

5.5 Identity and Access Management Controls  

It’s critical for a cloud solution to have a comprehensive identification and authorization 
framework. This framework is usually referred to as the 3 As of security – 
Authentication, Authorization and Access control. One of the popular requirements is for 
the cloud service provider (CSP) to support SAML and provide single sign-on 
capabilities. With the growing sophistication of hackers, having multi-factor 
authentication also reduces the risk of compromises to business data. 
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5.6 Risk Management Controls  

CSPs must provide evidence of a robust risk assessment framework, which should 
include reports of vulnerability scans, static and dynamic application security testing and 
other risk assessment tools. Organizations of all sizes should take a hard look at what 
goes to the cloud and what does not. For example, some data and business files may 
be too sensitive to go into the cloud, such as PHI, PII, regulated data, intellectual 
property, mission critical content, etc. 
 
6. ENCRYPTION 

6.1 Attribute-based encryption (ABE) 

Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [66] and Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based 
Encryption (CP-ABE) [67] are the two main variants of ABE. KP-ABE assigns to each le 
a set of attributes to be encrypted, and assigns to each user an access structure, that 
represents his access scope, for data decryption. On the contrary, CP-ABE assigns to 
each le an access structure to be encrypted and uses a set of attributes to generate the 
user’s key for data decryption. In medical systems, healthcare professionals are 
assigned particular roles (eg. general practitioner, nurse), and depending on their role, 
they get permissions to access to particular data or not. Implementing these policies is 
easier and more efficient using CP-ABE than using KP-ABE. Indeed, we can describe 
the role of each health care professional by assigning him a combination of attributes. 
At the same time, we encrypt each le by an access structure that expresses the access 
policy. More extensive description of CP-ABE is available in [67]. 

Goyal et al., [60] improve the present Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [61] [60] to 
manage deletion or revoking of the user on demand efficiently. Data is secured and also 
access control policy is also achieved. It uses IDEA, Key Policy Attribute based 
Encryption(KP-ABE)[62][63][63]that focuses on access control policy and also uses 
Proxy Re Encryption(PRE) [64], [65] to deliver the work of decryption key distribution to 
the cloud server. 

6.2 Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) 

Cherkaoui et al., [10] have proposed the framework to enhance the Quality of Service 
(QoS) of e-health applications to guarantee well-organized and constant remote 
observing of patients and elderly. Optimizing Homomorphic Encryption for streaming 
Algorithm which presents a technique that expands effectiveness and parallelism for 
specific calculations under Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) yet some genuine 
security issues remain, however, which common procedures ignore to address [11].  

Chan et al., [17] have proposed the system that mechanism on protection 
homomorphism which permits encrypted information to be worked on two added 
substances homomorphic schemes, to be Iterated Hill Cipher (IHC) and Modified Rivets 
Scheme (MRS). The framework gives a structure of Multi-agent design which handles 
the security and Protection of sensitive medical information. The Remote Patient 
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Monitoring setting engineering will be utilized for approval. The proposed framework 
utilizes various types of operators to deal with delicate restorative data, for instance, 
Monitoring Agent, Policy Agent, Data Collector Agent, Access Control Agent, Ontology 
Store Agent, and Physician Agent [18]. 

6.3 Searchable encryption (SE) 

Wang et al., [BU] have proposed the SE (Searchable Encryption) is a positive way to 
protect user’s sensitive data, while preserving search ability on the server side. SE 
allows the server to search encrypted data without leaking information in plaintext data. 
The two main branches of SE are SSE (Searchable Symmetric Encryption) and PEKS 
(Public key Encryption with Keyword Search). SSE allows only private key holders to 
produce cipher texts and to create trapdoors for search, whereas PEKS enables a 
number of users who know the public key to produce cipher texts but allows only the 
private key holder to create trapdoors. 

Liu et al., [BU] have presented a multi-user verifiable searchable symmetric encryption 
(MVSSE) scheme that achieves all the desirable features of a verifiable SSE and allows 
multiple users to perform searching. i.e. privacy and reliability, for MVSSE and an 
efficient construction. We also introduced Universally Compostable (UC-) security 
framework for proving the security of MVSSE and illustrated that the scheme could 
achieve better performance on conjunctive and Boolean queries for both server and 
client. Awad et al.,[bu1} have discussed  A secure searchable encryption scheme is 
presented to enable searching of encrypted user data in the cloud. The scheme 
simultaneously supports fuzzy keyword searching and matched results ranking, which 
are two important factors in facilitating practical searchable encryption. Secure posting 
list is also created to rank the matched results while maintaining the privacy and 
confidentiality of the user data, and saving the resources of the user mobile devices 
 
7. SENSOR ISSUES 

7.1 Power Management 

Power management is a most important challenge as sensor hubs should not have 
fixed power sources and depends on constrained battery energy. Sensor applications 
executing on these instruments need to make exchange offs between sensor operation 
and moderating battery ways of life. The sensor center points should outfit versatile 
power administration civilities that might be gotten to by the applications. From the 
Sensor Cloud point of view, the arrangement of sensor center points shouldn’t be 
handiest in light of their heap, yet also on their energy utilization. Thus, the Sensor 
Cloud’s helpful asset organization figure needs to represent control utilization.  

Han et al.,[91] have proposed a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) using the 
ZigBee technology to reduce the standby power. The framework comprises of a 
programmed standby power cutoff outlet, a ZigBee center and a server. The electrical 
plug with a ZigBee module removes the air conditioner control when the vitality 
utilization of the gadget associated with the electrical plug is beneath a xed esteem. Gill 
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et al.,[92] anticipated a ZigBee-based home mechanization system. This framework 
comprises of a home system unit and an entryway. The center some portion of the 
improvement is the interoperability of various systems in the home condition. Less 
significance is given to the home automation. Pan et al.,[93] suggested WSN-based 
savvy light control framework for indoor situations, for example, a home for a lessening 
in vitality utilization. 

Melody et al.,[94] proposed a home checking framework utilizing half breed sensor 
systems. The fundamental idea of this paper is a meandering sensor that moves the 
proper area and takes an interest in the system when the system is disconnected. Suh 
et al.,[95] proposed a keen home control framework in view of a remote sensor/actuator 
coordinate with a connection quality pointer based directing convention to improve 
arrange unwavering quality. Nguyen et al.,[96]have proposed a detecting framework for 
locally situated restoration in light of optical straight encoder (OLE); be that as it may, it 
is constrained to movement catch and arm-work assessment for locally situated 
checking. Wang et al.,[97]inspected the joining of WSN with administration robot for 
savvy home observing framework.  

7.2 Scalability 

Scalability via on-demand resource provisioning and virtually innite infinite data storage 
capacity makes the cloud computing [19] compelling for managing data generated by 
WSNs. Cloud computing eases storage, processing and sharing of sensor data and 
provides anywhere/anytime access to supervision applications. Research works on 
coupling WSN and the cloud are still in their early infancy.  

A recent paper [98] attempted to distinguish the open doors and difficulties of 
associating remote sensor systems to the Cloud. Likewise, few papers acquainted 
distributed computing with various WSN applications, for example, modern supervision 
[99], understanding information gathering [55], vitality monitoring [100] and ecological 
observing [34]. Be that as it may, every one of these papers portrayed preparatory 
works and disregarded the difficulties instigated by joining WSN and cloud computing 
Scalability is the potential in order to add sensor assets to a Sensor-Cloud to grow the 
ability of sensor information accumulation, without immense adjustments to its product 
design. The Sensor-Cloud engineering should empower different wireles sensor 
systems, no doubt possessed by methods for unprecedented advanced associations, to 
be promptly inherent with register and information cloud resources. This can allow an 
utility to get to sensor assets all through expanding amount of heterogeneous remote 
sensor systems [?]. The different Scalability techniques are showed in Table 2 

7.3 Network Connectivity and Protocols 

The network connections are most of the time speedy and reasonably secure in cloud. 
Then again, the sensor hubs in Sensor Clouds are linked through wireless ad-hoc 
networks which are low-bandwidth, high latency, and unreliable. The network 
connectivity of sensor hubs is dynamic in nature, and it perhaps irregular and at risk of 
faults due to noise and signal degradation brought on via environmental causes. The 
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Sensor Cloud has to gracefully handle sudden network disconnections or prolonged 
duration’s of disconnection. As a consequence, efficient systems to interface sensor 
community protocols with cloud networking protocols are fundamental [103].  

Xing et al.,[104] have proposed an incorporated scope and availability setup convention 
that ensures both scope and network. It keeps up a rundown of neighbor sensors in 
view of the got HELLO messages. Then, every sensor checks whether there exists a 
couple of neighbors that can’t achieve each other specifically or by means of maybe a 
couple jumps. If so, the sensor winds up plainly dynamic; otherwise, it turns itself off to 
spare vitality. Zhang et al.,[105] have  proposed a cloud calculation to keep just few 
sensors dynamic regardless of the connection amongst detecting and correspondence 
ranges . A cloud and confined algorithm, based on a Kth arrange Voronoi outline, to 
distinguish excess sensors is proposed in [106].Huang et al.,[?] [107]It guarantees 
adaptation to internal failure in WSNs and augments the system lifetime while keeping 
up total scope 

7.4 Scheduling 

In wireless sensor networks, scheduling of sensor hubs is almost always performed to 
facilitate energy management and sensor resource management. Researchers have 
developed algorithms to agenda the radio conversation of active sensor hubs, and to 
show off the radio links of idle hubs to preserve power. Similarly, for purposes like goal 
monitoring, sensor administration algorithms selectively turn off sensor hubs which 
might be placed a ways far from the goal, whilst to improve the availability of sensor 
hubs are fundamental. Sensor Clouds must Support and repair migration, so that a job 
will also be migrated from a sensor node that’s strolling out of power or has failing 
hardware to yet another node [108].  

Various Scheduling issue have been examined amongst inactivity and dependability 
given it a hypothetical premise. A first review on booking for WSN with end-to-end 
transmission defers certifications and end-to-end unwavering quality augmentation can 
be found in [109]. The creators propose two booking calculations, committed and 
shared planning, though the second calculation. One of the main contrasts to existing 
calculations, for example, the ones that are utilized for comparison in [109] from [?],is 
that they consider the hub to-hub bundle gathering rates by requesting the sensors as 
indicated by connection quality before planning. The different Scheduling techniques 
are showed in Table 3 

7.5 Energy Efficient 

The basic disadvantages of a WSN and cloud computing are almost the same and 
energy efficiency of sensor nodes is lost due to the limited storage and processing 
capacity of nodes. 

Data caching mechanism [bu7] can be used to reuse bygone sensor data for 
applications that are tolerant to time, for example, an application related to variant room 
temperature. If this bygone sensor data is used to satisfy the various requests for a 
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common sensor data, the energy consumption will be reduced [bu6]. Still more work is 
needed to overcome the energy consumption. Chen et al.,[89] have presented the first 
K-out-of-N framework that jointly addresses the energy-efficiency and fault-tolerance 
challenges. It assigns data fragments to hubs such that other hubs retrieve data reliably 
with minimal energy consumption. It also allows hubs to process cloud data such that 
the energy consumption for processing the data is minimized. Through system 
implementation, the feasibility of our solution on real hardware was validated. Extensive 
simulations in larger scale networks proved the effectiveness of our solution [90]. 

7.6 Pricing Issues 

Access to the services of Sensor-Cloud involves both the sensor-service provider (SSP) 
and cloud-service provider (CSP). However, both SSPs and CSPs have different 
customer's management, services management, and modes and methods of payments 
and pricing. So all this together will lead to a number of issues [bu8] such as  

I. How to set the price?  

II. How the payment is to be made?  

III. How the price is be distributed among different entities? 

The growing demand for controlling and monitoring the environment and its applications 
results in the growth of a large number of devices while the cost of deployment and 
connecting them to heterogeneous network continues to drop. However, the interfaces, 
protocols, connections, and so forth increase at exponential rate, thereby making it 
difficult and expensive for information technology (IT) people to integrate the devices 
(sensor devices) into the cloud world. To eradicate the complexity and cost associated 
with integrating the sensors into cloud or any highly distributed system. 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 

 Cloud computing is a promising and emerging technology for the next generation of IT 
applications. The barrier and hurdles toward the rapid growth of cloud computing are 
data security in Wireless Sensor Network. This paper surveyed different techniques 
about data security in cloud computing, Cloud Security Controls, Encryption  and sensor 
Issues , focusing on the data storage and use in the cloud, for data protection in the 
cloud computing and wireless sensor network environments to build trust between cloud 
service providers and consumers. 
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SCALABILITY TECHNIQUES 

 

TABLE II: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE 
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